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HE royal meeting went ahead

behind closed doors, but that

did not matter to the horses.

The usual mixture of stunning

and puzzling performances ensued, with

the clarity not helped by easier ground

than is seasonal and the existence of

some powerful draw biases on the

straight track. Still, there were 36 races,

which is six more than usual and

therefore more to enjoy.

Although the Mark Johnston stable

came away with just one winner from 29

runners, the horses performed mighty

well collectively, with no fewer than

seven other places garnered in some

highly competitive races. Only John

Gosden (six wins, three places), Aidan

O’Brien (four wins, seven places) and

Roger Varian (four wins, six places) had

more wins and places combined. 

Here is my review of some of the

stable’s key performances from my

particular perspective of analysing races.

TUESDAY

Marie’s Diamond (third, G1 Queen
Anne Stakes): The first race on the card

had suggested a stand-rail bias, so it was

smart that Joe Fanning headed towards

the near side after Marie’s Diamond

pinged the stalls. He ran a great race to

finish third to Circus Maximus and

Terebellum. He’s going to be hard to

catch winging round a bend or two.

Summer Moon (third, Ascot Stakes) and

Rochester House (fifth, Ascot Stakes):
The stable’s two representatives ran well

enough to have won in lesser company. It

seems ridiculous to say of a horse third in

both the Cesarewitch and Ascot Stakes,

but it still seems to me that Summer

Moon has easily enough pace to handle

shorter trips. His sire Sea The Moon is

very good – all top-class middle-distance

horses need is a chance.

Rochester House has won only three of

19 starts, but this was a big run and he is

a horse I will be backing this season.

Silvestre De Sousa got too far back in the

run on him and had to forfeit ground, but

he ran on well as his stamina came into

play. 

WEDNESDAY

Maydanny (seventh, Silver Royal Hunt
Cup): The son of Dubawi and Attraction

is very much one to follow after

‘winning’ this quality handicap on the

wrong side. Coming off an impressive

Yarmouth win, he was seventh to Sir

Busker overall but was first home of the

far-side runners by a length. He hasn’t

been the easiest, clearly, and needed

gelding, but what a progressive horse!

Subjectivist (third, King George V
Handicap) and King’s Caper (12th,
King George V Handicap): Dr Jim

Walker can be proud of his Subjectivist,

who actually created a better impression

than Maydanny, even. Short of room and

left with a bit to do, he ran on very

strongly to finish third to Hukum and was

going on at the finish. A big field actually

suits him and he is rounding into an

impressive young middle-distance stayer.

Don’t write off King’s Caper after this.

The pace was too strong early and he did

okay. He is running into form.

Dark Vision (won, Royal Hunt Cup) and

Vale Of Kent (fourth, Royal Hunt Cup):
Everything looked perfect for Dark

Vision to finally deliver on that superb

two-year-old form and he did not miss –

for once. He basically hacked up once
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finding a run and his revised mark of 106

is well within his range. You were

reminded just how good he is, and though

his past record urges caution, he can

surely win another big one when things

drop right. Because he is a little quirky,

you just wonder if chasing a target suits

him, which he will surely get when back

at his spiritual home of Goodwood.

Vale Of Kent’s run underlined what an

impressive day this was for the yard. He

forced the pace for a long way and went

with tremendous zest, as he often does.

He stays a mile, but seven furlongs is

surely his best trip. A mark of 108 is no

cakewalk but he will continue to give a

good account in top handicaps. 

Themaxwecan (fourth, Copper Horse
Handicap): This Dougie Livingston-

owned four year old was beaten only by

three highly progressive horses in a really

strong race. James Doyle was stuck out

wide on him from an unfavourable draw

and didn’t get a clear run either. He is

another that goes well at Goodwood.

THURSDAY

March Law (second, Chesham Stakes)
and Golden Flame (fourth,Chesham
Stakes): Many by Lawman, like March

Law, are suited by some cut in the

ground. So, with the ground now riding

softer things looked good for him.

Accordingly, he ran a cracker to finish

second to Ballydoyle’s Battle Ground,

but it is best not to jump to the conclusion

the ground is needed, especially given his

attacking style. He won’t be a maiden for

long.

Golden Flame will definitely do even

better with the ground on top. His sire

Golden Horn was one I highlighted in a

previous article, and don’t forget he is

At last, June saw some actual racing featuring real horses.
So, it’s time for James to switch the subject matter of his

column from the theoretical to the practical.
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from a fast-ground line of stallions.

Nayef Road (second, Gold Cup) :

Nowadays, top-class racing at a mile and

a quarter plus is dominated by a hierarchy

of sires headed by Galileo, Dubawi and

Sea The Stars. At Ascot, Galileo won

two races (one Group 1), Dubawi won

three races (one Group 1) and Sea The

Stars also won three races (one Group 1).

Here, Stradivarius (Sea The Stars) beat

the impressive Nayef Road (Galileo).

While it wasn’t close after the winner

danced by, it was the runner-up’s best

effort and he is two years younger than

the winner which really counts in staying

races. There are few more admirable

horses around.

Overwrite (sixth, Britannia Stakes): This

was one of the top hidden efforts of the

week. The winner Khaloosy was roughly

20lb better than his mark of 94 and the

second Finest Sound would have bolted
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up in most years. Overwrite cut out the

running going hard, Hayley Turner

dropped her whip before the furlong pole,

and yet he still dropped his shoulder and

rallied. He can still fit into 0-85

handicaps too.

Huboor (sixth, Sandringham Handicap):
She is by More Than Ready and unlikely

to be suited by soft ground. As on her

seasonal debut when fifth, this was

another really solid run and she will be

highly competitive in 0-90s.

FRIDAY

Eye of Heaven (ninth, Norfolk Stakes): I
am truly a big believer in this colt after

his debut time at Newmarket. He’s by

Exceed And Excel out of a Shamardal

mare, so I wasn’t going to be backing

him on soft ground. He is well worth a

chance to rebound in another Group race.

Elarqam (sixth, Hardwicke Stakes) and

Communique (eighth, Hardwick
Stakes):  Elarqam was reported to have

lost a shoe, but a mile and a half on soft

ground at this pace is too much for him.

Communique’s fluid, dashing style is no

match for soft conditions either.

West End Charmer (third, Duke of
Edinburgh Stakes): He handles give in

the ground and has developed into a very

useful middle-distance horse. Another

great run, but it’s going to be tough off

his new mark of 109, however, and I will

be seriously impressed if he can win off

that.

SATURDAY

Pelekai (12th, Queen Mary Stakes) and

Sands of Time (13th, Queen Mary
Stakes): Like the rest of the world, I

preferred Sands Of Time here, after her

five-length debut win at Lingfield. Black

Type will be a cause of celebration for

owner Kirsten Rausing when – and

surely not if – Sands Of Time acquires it,

then, even though it is a terribly outdated

concept.

Qaader (second, Coventry Stakes) and

Thunder Of Niagara (sixth, Coventry 
Stakes): Qaader, the son of superb young

stallion Night Of Thunder, is probably

the yard’s best two-year-old colt at

present. He’s going to be even better at

seven furlongs too. On his Newbury

debut, he really didn’t open up until late.

Here, he struggled a bit for pace, came

off a true line, then ran on very well.

Seven furlongs will help him to get into

an easier rhythm up front and he will

look a bit more dynamic in those

circumstances too. 

Thunder Of Niagara is by the same

sire but is a pacier horse. He, too, ran

really well and went through the race in

most encouraging fashion. He was born

on May 26 and is giving away hidden

weight-for-age to most of his rivals this

year: numbers prove late foals make

more than normal improvement, as you

would expect.

Marie’s Diamond finished third in the Queen Anne Stakes


